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Aligning Autonomy and Alliance: Variation in South  
Korea’s Policy Towards North Korea and the Moon  
Jae-in Presidency
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Abstract: Since its inception, the Moon Jae-in government has pursued a dual strategy 
of pressure and dialogue. This strategy reflects the contested nature of the North Korean 
threat in South Korea. While South Korea’s conservatives consider the North to be a 
common enemy of the South Korea-US alliance, the progressive Moon government 
regards Pyongyang as an irksome but inevitable counterpart in its broader regional vision 
aimed at enhancing Seoul’s foreign policy autonomy. This article seeks to go beyond 
existing studies that have been either fixated on the nuclear question or have framed 
South Korea’s policy toward North Korea as a dichotomy between the conservative and 
progressive governments. By comparing various North Korea policies in the post-Cold 
War era, this article aims to explore the ideational and regional underpinnings of the 
Moon government’s North Korean policy, examining its impact on the South Korea-US 
alliance and South Korea’s relations with China, Russia, and Japan. 

Keywords: South Korea, North Korea, the United States, alliance, autonomy, threat perception, 
nationalism, regional order, East Asia

Introduction

The Moon Jae-in government came to power in May 2017, replacing the impeached President 
Park Geun-hye and ending the rule of the two consecutive conservative governments in 
Seoul. The arrival of the progressive government coincided with the tumultuous year of 
escalating tensions between North Korea and the United States. By the second half of 2017, 
the tension reached a new height as North Korea’s nuclear and missile tests sparked a fiery 
war of words between the Kim Jong-un regime and the Donald Trump administration. 
Sandwiched between the two, the Moon government responded to the unfolding crisis with a 
dual strategy of pressure and dialogue, with a strong emphasis on comprehensive engagement 
towards Pyongyang. 

What are the main drivers of the Moon government’s North Korea policy? What are its 
likely regional consequences? This article explores the ideational and regional underpinnings 
of the Moon government’s engagement policy and examine its impact on the South Korea-
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US alliance and South Korea’s relations with China, Russia, and Japan. Existing studies have 
highlighted balancing, threat perception, or pan-Korean nationalism as factors shaping 
South Korea’s policy towards North Korea.1 While they may be useful in accounting for the 
approaches taken by some of the South Korean governments, they are insufficient to explain 
variation in North Korean policy throughout the post-Cold War era. For instance, in the face 
of North Korea’s sinking of the South Korean naval ship Cheonan and attack on Yeonpyong 
Island, the conservative Lee Myung-bak government suspended various inter-Korean 
exchanges and strengthened the South Korea-US alliance. However, despite continuing 
provocations by North Korea and the intensifying tensions between the Kim regime and the 
Trump administration, the Moon government renewed exchanges with Pyongyang, which 
resulted in the three inter-Korean summits and two joint declarations aimed at promoting 
inter-Korean relations in 2018.2 

Varied North Korean policies reflect the contested nature of the North Korean threat in 
South Korea. While South Korea’s conservative politicians consider the North to be a common 
enemy and the raison d’état of the South Korea-US alliance, the progressive Moon government 
regards Pyongyang as an irksome but inevitable counterpart in its broader regional vision 
aimed at enhancing Seoul’s foreign policy autonomy. With its focus on regional economic and 
energy cooperation centered on the Korean Peninsula, the Moon government has sought to 
balance its cooperation with the United States on the nuclear front and its efforts to improve 
inter-Korean relations. As a result, from a South Korean standpoint, coercive means such as 
maximum pressure or “bloody nose” strikes have the potential to undermine Seoul’s larger 
regional roadmap. Instead, the Moon administration promotes both US-North Korean talks 
and inter-Korean relations in order to maintain South Korea’s alliance ties with America and 
to expand its foreign policy autonomy. 

This article first examines various theoretical perspectives with respect to South Korea’s 
policy towards North Korea. In the subsequent sections, I compare different North Korea 
policies by various South Korean governments in the post-Cold War context and delve into 
President Moon’s approach and specific policy measures. Finally, the article examines the 
broader regional implications of the Moon government’s policy with respect to alliance ties 
and regional relationships.

Explaining Variation in South Korea’s Policy Towards North Korea

A number of theoretical approaches are helpful in accounting for a range of policy choices 
made by different South Korean governments in the post-Cold War context. From a realist 
standpoint, when a nation threatens neighboring countries with military provocations, the 
expected policy response would be either internal balancing by increasing their military 
power or external balancing by seeking alliance partners to cope with the common threat.3 
In response to North Korea’s persistent threat in the form of nuclear weapons programs and 
numerous missile launches, several South Korean governments emphasized alliance ties with 
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the United States. However, not all administrations expanded their military capabilities or 
focused primarily on strengthening the South Korea-US alliance. 

 While the literature on balancing is useful in explaining various alliance behavior, it is 
important to note that states respond to a perceived threat, rather than the increased military 
capacity of other nations.4 Hence, we need to empirically examine the subjectivity of fear in 
balancing behavior.5 Not all countries respond uniformly to the same source of threat. This is 
because in the face of similar security challenges, the perceived levels of threat in a nation can 
vary substantially across different political actors as they have at times political motivations 
to heighten or downplay the threat from their neighbors. The question, then, is under what 
circumstances?

 In accounting for different levels of threat perception, scholars have highlighted the 
importance of ideational factors.6 As for South Korea’s threat perception vis-à-vis North 
Korea, the types of nationalism promoted by different South Korean governments are crucial. 
Specifically, the conservative governments led by Presidents Lee Myung-bak and Park Geun-
hye fostered “oppositional nationalism”7 centered on different political identities between 
the two Koreas (e.g., South Korea’s identity as a democratic ally of the United States vs. a 
totalitarian rogue state identity of North Korea), which resulted in the depiction of North 
Korea as the primary enemy (or joojeok) of the South Korea-US alliance. Presidents Lee 
and Park consistently stressed the military threat emanating from Pyongyang, using it as an 
opportunity to promote oppositional nationalism and strengthen the alliance ties with the 
United States. 

In contrast, the progressive governments led by Presidents Kim Dae-jung, Roh Moo-hyun, 
and Moon Jae-in promoted “pan-Korean nationalism” that focused less on different political 
identities between Seoul and Pyongyang than on common Korean national identities.8 From 
the standpoint of the progressive governments, North Korea is not a threat, but a crucial 
partner for a broader regional vision centered on the Korean Peninsula and Seoul’s pursuit 
of greater autonomy in East Asia. The salience of regional autonomy in South Korea’s foreign 
policymaking, in general, and its policy on North Korea, in particular, has been recognized 
by recent analyses.9 For instance, Scott Snyder shows how Seoul’s foreign policy has been torn 
between its search for regional autonomy and its alliance relations with the United States, 
arguing that Seoul’s best bet remains a credible alliance relationship with Washington.

It is worth nothing, however, that one of the key drivers behind the progressive 
governments’ push for foreign policy autonomy is South Korea’s alliance ties with the United 
States. Located in a region surrounded by great powers and strategically reliant on the decades-
long asymmetric security alliance with the United States, South Koreans have historically felt 
an acute sense of strategic dependence. As a result, a fervent desire to be an independent, 
more autonomous regional actor has persisted in South Korea.10 The yearning to take the 
lead in regional affairs is the strongest regarding issues pertaining to the Korean Peninsula. 
President Roh’s idea of South Korea’s “balancer role” and President Moon’s call for taking “the 
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driver’s seat” in peninsula-related issues are a reflection of Seoul’s autonomy-seeking strategy 
that taps into pan-Korean nationalism and downplays the North Korean threat.11 This is why 
the Roh government did not suspend its engagement policy even after the revelation in 2002 
that North Korea had been secretly pursuing a uranium-based nuclear program. As the Moon 
government stresses pan-Korean nationalism, it is also reportedly considering deletion of the 
term, “the main enemy (or joojeok),” from its 2018 National Defense White Paper.12

Overlooking variation in South Korea’s autonomy-enhancing strategy and threat 
perceptions, existing analyses of the North Korean challenge have focused primarily 
on the resolution of the nuclear crisis. However, both the hardline approach by the Bush 
administration and the policy of “strategic patience” by the Obama administration have 
failed to halt Pyongyang’s nuclear ambition. Instead, North Korea has conducted six nuclear 
tests, while making rapid progress in its missile capabilities. While President Trump held the 
historic summit with Kim Jong-un and opened a series of negotiations with Pyongayng, his 
government’s main preoccupation has remained the elusive goal of achieving a “complete, 
verifiable, and irreversible dismantling” (CVID) of nuclear programs in North Korea. 

This article goes beyond existing studies that have been either fixated on the nuclear 
question or have framed South Korea’s policy toward North Korea as a dichotomy between the 
conservative and progressive governments. For instance, while the progressive governments 
engaged Pyongyang, the conservative administrations have been depicted as “bas[ing] [their] 
policies on deep animosity toward North Korea and unfailing support for the US military 
alliance.”13 This conservative vs. progressive frame is missing the variation within each camp, 
especially between the Roh Moo-hyun and Moon Jae-in governments, with respect to their 
North Korean policies and attendant regional strategies. 

A key factor to consider is the types of autonomy-enhancing strategies taken by different 
progressive governments. In implementing their engagement policy toward North Korea, 
the progressive governments have to deal with another important external player, the United 
States. Specifically, the Roh government pursued a more exclusive form of autonomy focused 
on the Korean Peninsula, which was often in conflict with its alliance relations with the United 
States, as evidenced in Washington’s concerns about South Korea’s “balancer” role.14 However, 
the other progressive regimes sought an expansive form of autonomy (i.e., autonomy plus), 
closely coordinating their North Korean policies with their alliance relations with Washington. 
A prime example is the Kim Dae-jung government’s policy on North Korea during the Clinton 
presidency, which culminated in the formation of the Trilateral Coordination and Oversight 
Group (TCOG) and the 2000 US-Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) Joint 
Communique.15 The Moon government has been similarly committed to dovetailing its North 
Korean policy with its alliance relations with the United States. Overall, as shown in Table 1, 
varieties of South Korean policies towards North Korea are shaped in large part along the two 
conceptual domains: 1) the types of nationalism and the resulting threat perceptions of the 
ruling governments and 2) the types of autonomy-enhancing strategies and alliance relations. 
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Table 1. Variation in South Korean Policies Towards North Korea

Types of Autonomy and Alliance Relations

Autonomy (often  
at odds with the  
United States)

Autonomy plus 
(autonomy and alliance) 

or alliance ties

Types of
nationalism
and threat

perceptions

Pan-Korean
nationalism (North 
Korea as a partner)

Roh Moo-hyun Kim Dae-jung
Moon Jae-in

Oppositional
nationalism (North 
Korea as a threat)

Kim Young-sam
(1993-1994)

Lee Myung-bak
Park Geun-hye

Variation in South Korea’s policy on North Korea has regional implications because it 
affects alliance ties with the United States and South Korea’s relations with its neighbors. 
When the conservative governments were in power, the alliance relationship remained 
strong, while South Korea’s regional autonomy and independent policies toward other 
regional powers were somewhat curtailed. However, when the progressive governments 
ruled, the South Korea-US alliance occasionally faced setbacks, and South Korea’s relations 
with other countries expanded. The strain on the alliance was most pronounced during 
the Roh presidency, as it pursued a regional autonomy strategy that was often at odds with 
Washington, a foreign policy mishap that President Moon has been striving to avoid by 
aligning South Korea’s autonomy pursuit with its alliance ties with the United States. In the 
following sections, I first compare different priorities and policy approaches taken by various 
South Korean governments and then explore the current Moon Jae-in government’s policy 
towards North Korea. 

Varieties of South Korean Policy Towards North Korea

In the post-Cold War era, various governments in Seoul have adopted wide-ranging policies 
toward Pyongyang. The first democratically elected Kim Young-sam government initially 
promoted pan-Korean nationalism. Specifically, President Kim sought to improve relations 
with Pyongang by declaring that “[n]o alliance can supersede our nation; neither ideology 
nor ideal can assure happiness as our nation can” and by sending back a North Korean 
prisoner who had been held in South Korea for several decades.16 However, the first North 
Korean nuclear crisis of 1993-94 and Pyongyang’s threat of turning South Korea into a sea 
of fire pushed the Kim Young-sam government into a hardline position and oppositional 
nationalism against the North. The conservative Kim government was thus largely sidelined 
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from the US-DPRK Agreed Framework that ended the first North Korean crisis in 1994.17 

In 1998, the progressive Kim Dae-jung government first unveiled South Korea’s 
engagement policy towards Pyongyang. President Kim’s so-called “Sunshine Policy” 
consisted of the promise of not seeking unification through absorption by South Korea and 
socio-cultural exchanges including family visits and tourism in North Korea, all aimed at 
promoting pan-Korean nationalism. The policy culminated in the first-ever inter-Korean 
summit in June 2000. At the same time, however, the Kim administration had to work closely 
with the United States while handling the Asian Financial Crisis that engulfed the South 
Korean economy, as well as alliance cooperation during the 1998 North Korean missile crisis 
that led to the Perry Process of negotiation with Pyongyang.18 During this period, the South 
Korean government closely coordinated its policy on North Korea with the United States and 
Japan through the TCOG. 

The TCOG was a novel and interactive pattern of trilateral alliance coordination 
among the US, Japan, and South Korea, going beyond the traditional mechanism of policy 
coordination through the United States as the hub of the US-Japan and the US-South Korea 
alliances.19 Through numerous meetings at the senior and ministerial levels and a trilateral 
summit, the Perry Process not only effectively coordinated the three countries’ North Korea 
policies, but also strengthened alliance relationships along the way. While the sunshine 
policy was criticized by the conservatives in South Korea as “Bookhan Peojugi” (or spoiling 
the North with unconditional economic support), President Kim’s engagement policy was 
a prime example of South Korea’s leadership role in peninsula affairs with largely positive 
regional outcomes, including expanded regional autonomy for Seoul and a stronger alliance 
relationship with Washington.

Kim’s successor and another progressive leader, President Roh Moo-hyun, continued 
with the engagement policy, but under the context of a rapidly developing nuclear crisis 
on the Korean Peninsula. By the time the second North Korean nuclear crisis erupted in 
2002, the George W. Bush administration had approached the nuclear provocation with 
a whole new level of urgency and determination in the post-9/11 context.20 The resulting 
pronunciation of “the axis of evils” and the policy of counterproliferation left little room for 
South Korea’s engagement policy towards Pyongyang. In an effort to garner US support for its 
North Korean policy, however, the Roh administration agreed to send South Korean troops 
to Iraq, prompting protests from his own party members. 

Building on the engagement policy of the Kim Dae-jung government and furthering 
pan-Korean nationalism, the Roh government intensified interactions with North Korea. 
Specifically, the Roh government expanded economic and humanitarian aids to North Korea. 
For instance, it provided $111.78 million for humanitarian assistance through international 
organizations, a substantial increase from the Kim Dae-jung government’s offer of $55.38 
million.21 In 2004, the Roh government also established the Kaesung Joint Industrial Complex, 
which involved more than 120 South Korean companies.22 It also pursued South Korea’s 
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greater autonomy by seeking a “balancer role” in the region and raising questions about 
alliance relations with the United States. The search of more exclusive regional autonomy 
did not make progress as the hardline policy of the Bush administration and North Korea’s 
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) provocations increased tension, leading to North 
Korea’s first nuclear test in 2006. As a sign of his insistence on regional autonomy, however, 
President Roh made one last push for the engagement policy by holding the second inter-
Korean summit in 2007.

In 2008, the conservative Lee Myung-bak administration came to power with a major 
policy reversal towards Pyongyang. With its critical assessment of the engagement policy 
of the progressive Kim and Roh governments, President Lee rejected previous declarations 
from the first and second inter-Korean summits.23 As a former CEO of a major construction 
company, President Lee adopted a practical approach centered on reciprocal cooperation 
with Pyongyang. Its “Denuclearization-Opening-3000” strategy was aimed at helping 
Pyongyang achieve the per capita GDP of 3,000 dollars within ten years in exchange for its 
denuclearization and economic opening.24

With these broad goals in mind, President Lee in 2009 proposed a “Grand Bargain,” a 
compressive package deal in which members of the Six Party talks would simultaneously 
pursue North Korea’s complete, verifiable and irreversible dismantling (CVID) of North 
Korea’s nuclear programs and reciprocal measures by the members of the Six Party talks 
(e.g., security guarantee, diplomatic normalization and economic support). In an effort to 
promote international, rather than inter-Korean, coordination, the Lee government asserted 
that specific implementation plans would be determined by the five members of the Six Party 
talks, namely, South Korea, the US, China, Japan, and Russia.25

Breaking away from the previous governments’ emphasis on pan-Korean nationalism 
and greater regional autonomy, President Lee stressed cooperation with the international 
community in economic support for North Korea as well. In particular, the Lee government 
made a particular emphasis on the improvement of the alliance relationship with Washington. 
From its standpoint, the enhanced alliance ties would promote North Korea’s relations with 
the United States, which would in turn benefit inter-Korean relations.26 After the sinking of 
Cheonan, the Lee government announced a series of coercive measures against North Korea, 
including the May 24 measures banning all inter-Korean exchanges except for the Kaesung 
industrial complex.27

Echoing the US stance, Lee’s priority throughout his presidency remained the 
denuclearization of North Korea. For instance, Lee’s Unification Minister Hyun In-taek 
stressed the importance of achieving denuclearization as a prerequisite for further inter-
Korean exchanges: 

 I will implement President Lee’s philosophy of national governance in our policy on North Korea 
and unification. And denuclearization of North Korea will continue to serve as a precondition for the 
comprehensive development of inter-Korean relations.28
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However, South Korean analysts criticized Lee’s North Korean policy because it left little 
room for South Korea’s autonomy in regional issues. As one South Korean analyst observed, 
the Lee government internationalized the peninsula question, and as a result, the inter-
Korean issue was subordinated to US-South Korean relations.29 The Lee administration’s 
hardline policy and the May 24 measures also enabled North Korea’s increasing “dependence 
on China” as the latter’s share of North Korea’s trade jumped from 24.8 percent in 2000 to 
88.1 percent in 2010.30

Park Geun-hye, Lee’s successor as president, followed a similar policy towards Pyongyang, 
although she used catch phrases such as “Trustpolitik” and “unification as daebak (or a 
bonanza).” Trustpolitik is premised on the assumptions that the root of inter-Korean tensions 
is a lack of trust between the two nations and that South Korea’s unconditional economic 
support for the North is not beneficial for regaining trust between them. The South Korean 
public initially expressed their support for this new approach as she sought to gradually 
improve relations with North Korea through humanitarian aid.31 

Despite her call for patience and trust building in Seoul’s relations with Pyongyang, 
President Park brought up the question of unification as well. In her first New Year’s remark in 
January 2014, she asserted that unification could serve as a major opportunity for South Korea 
to stimulate the economy (hence the term, a bonanza).32 In a nod to President Lee’s North 
Korean policy, however, the Park government also sought to resolve the nuclear challenge 
first, while stressing international cooperation and humanitarian aid to North Korea.33 
Specifically, she argued that South Korea should “mobilize the international community to 
help it dismantle Pyongyang’s nuclear program,” especially “strengthening the indispensable 
alliance between South Korea and the United States.”34 Overall, the national identity the Park 
government promoted was an international one that confronted or excluded North Korea.35 

The end result was the continuation of oppositional nationalism and the heightened threat 
perception vis-à-vis North Korea.

As one South Korean analyst pointed out, however, it was premature to discuss unification 
when there was no progress in inter-Korean relations, a first step toward the goal of achieving 
unification.36 Ironically, Park’s own minister in charge of unification Ryu Giljae later revealed 
that he was not even informed of Park’s speech on unification.37 The Park government also 
established a Unification Preparation Committee, but as a South Korean analyst observed, 
without short and immediate-term plans to improve inter-Korean relations, the talk of 
unification and trustpolitik went nowhere.38 She also presented the so-called Dresden 
Declaration, laying out “three proposals to North Korean authorities in the hope of laying the 
groundwork for peaceful unification.”39 But the speech was viewed as potentially provocative 
to the Kim Jong-un regime because it could mean unification through absorption by the 
South.40
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The Moon Jae-in Government’s North Korea Policy

Coming on the heels of the first-ever impeachment of a South Korean president, the Moon 
Jae-in government adopted a radically different approach towards Pyongyang. Having served 
as the Chief of Staff for President Roh Moo-hyun and having accompanied Roh during his 
summit with Kim Jong-il in October 2007, President Moon was expected to continue the 
engagement policy and the autonomy pursuit of the Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun 
governments. Even prior to assuming his presidency, Moon promised to take the lead in 
addressing the North Korea challenge.41 In an extensive interview, Moon, then the leader of 
the opposition Democratic Party of Korea, observed that Korea’s national tragedy of losing 
sovereignty to Japan came about as the Korean Peninsula turned into a battleground for 
great power competition.42 It is thus crucial for South Korea to carve out its own space and 
autonomous role in the region. 

Despite similar focus on pan-Korean nationalism and South Korea’s leading role in the 
peninsula affairs, however, President Moon sought to overcome Roh’s shortcomings. For 
instance, former US Ambassador to South Korea Thomas Hubbard criticized Roh’s North 
Korean policy as fixated on inter-Korean relations to a point where it jeopardized alliance 
ties with Washington.43 As such, Moon has been careful not to alienate the US in his search 
for South Korea’s regional autonomy and, whenever possible, made sure to coordinate 
South Korea’s policy with that of Washington. For instance, South Korean Ambassador to 
the United States, Cho Yoon-je, reiterated, in October 2018, the importance of coordinating 
inter-Korean relations with the alliance ties: 

 The inter-Korean summit in April served as a springboard for the first North Korea-US summit, and the 
inter-Korean summit in Pyongyang in September breathed new life into North Korea-US dialogue. The 
two tracks of inter-Korean relations and denuclearization provide each other with momentum and enable 
us to keep moving forward.44

At the same time, the Moon government engages North Korea as part of a broader 
regional vision that goes beyond Northeast Asia. In contrast to President Roh’s unsuccessful 
efforts for South Korea’s “balancer” role in Northeast Asia, President Moon has been seeking 
to strengthen alliance ties with the United States, while pursuing more expansive regional 
autonomy by reaching out to other Asian nations.45

Despite his renewed emphasis on the relations with the United States, however, it is 
important to note that there are fundamental differences between the US administrations 
and the Moon government in their views of coercion and sanctions. The successive US 
administrations have tended to utilize a coercive approach to pressure Pyongyang into nuclear 
dismantlement, whereas the Moon government views sanctions as a means to bring North 
Korean to the negotiating table. As such, the Trump administration’s “maximum pressure” 
strategy and the “bloody nose” tactic of targeted military strikes on North Korea stood in 
contrast to the Moon government’s dual strategy of pressure and dialogue.
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Overall, President Moon opposed the policy of isolating the Kim regime and expressed 
his willingness to engage North Korea with the larger goals of denuclearizing Pyongyang 
and establishing a permanent peace system on the Korean Peninsula.46 During the tense 
war of words between Kim Jong-un and Trump in August 2017, President Moon questioned 
the validity of using only coercive means and stated that “[t]he purpose of strong sanctions 
and pressure against North Korea is to bring it to the negotiating table, not to raise military 
tensions.”47 Even weeks after Pyongyang’s sixth nuclear test, Moon, in his speech at the UN 
General Assembly in September 2017, focused more on multilateral negotiation than on 
sanctions on North Korea.48

As for specific policy measures, the Moon government from the first month of its rule 
took a 180-degree turn by permitting humanitarian missions to North Korea such as medical 
support and religious exchanges.49 In July 2017, President Moon laid out a “New Economic 
Map for the Korean Peninsula” and called for meetings with North Korea to discuss various 
inter-Korean issues. In contrast to the conservative Lee and Park administrations’ insistence 
on the denuclearization as a precondition for dialogue, the Moon government is of the view 
that to denuclearize, South Korea needs to engage North Korea and improve inter-Korean 
relations first. This conviction is evidenced in Moon’s memoir, in which he writes that it 
would be crucial to restore bilateral relations with North Korea and help it get out of isolation, 
which would also help resolve the nuclear crisis.50

The Moon government’s different assumption about North Korea applies to the issues of 
unification and economic cooperation as well. In September 2017, President Moon assured 
Pyongyang that his government did not “desire the collapse of North Korea” and “[would] 
not seek unification by absorption or artificial means.”51 In fact, Moon believes that peaceful 
relations with North Korea could be the basis of a new economic opportunity linking the 
Korean Peninsula to China and Russia, especially for the next generation of Koreans.52 Moon 
also maintains that the Lee and Park governments ended positive economic cooperation 
between the two Koreas, forcing North Korea to rely on China, and that a China-friendly 
regime in Pyongyang would make reunification far more difficult.53

As for a broader regional roadmap, the New Economic Map for the Korean Peninsula 
initiative plans to develop the three belts that connect the two Koreas with the larger aims of 
securing a new economic engine for the peninsula and linking economies in Northeast Asia: 
1) the East Coast belt for energy and natural resources linking the two Koreas to Russia; 2) 
the West Coast belt for industrial, logistics, and transportation sectors connecting Seoul, the 
Kaesung industrial complex, and Pyongyang; and 3) the demilitarized zone (DMZ) belt for 
the environment and tourism linking Mounts Seorak, Keumkang, and Baekdu. This regional 
master plan aims to create the environment for unification by facilitating inter-Korean 
cooperation, job creation, and economic growth. Overall, it seeks to build a Northeast Asian 
economic community and transform the Korean Peninsula into a regional hub of economic 
cooperation.54
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Meanwhile, the conservative Liberty Korea Party continues to highlight denuclearization 
and alliance relations with the United States. Commenting on the overall direction of 
President Moon’s North Korean policy, Hyun In-taek, former Unification Minister during 
the Lee Myung-bak presidency, called for closer cooperation with the United States, rather 
than following North Korea’s demands.55 Hong Joon-pyo, then the leader of the Liberty Korea 
Party, also criticized President Moon’s lack of a blueprint for North Korea’s denuclearization 
and reiterated the Party’s demand for reinstating tactical nuclear weapons on the Korean 
Peninsula.56 A spokesperson for the Liberty Korea Party went even further to demand a “free 
North Korea” policy that could facilitate a collapse of the Kim Jong-un regime.57

However, the conservative position has not been popular among the South Korean public. 
While many South Koreans were frustrated about North Korea’s military provocations in 
2017, the majority of the South Korean public continue to praise Moon’s sustained efforts for 
dialogue and accuse the conservatives of being fixated on the Cold War-type anti-North Korean 
sentiment.58 Even before President Moon’s summit with Kim Jong-un, more than 70 percent 
of South Koreans expressed their support for the summit.59 In the wake of Moon’s consistent 
engagement policy towards Pyongyang and his two successful summits with Kim Jong-un, his 
approval rating shot to 83 percent, the highest ever for a first-year South Korean president.60

Against this domestic political backdrop, Moon’s Democratic Party won a landslide 
victory in local elections in June 2018, winning 14 out of 17 Metropolitan Mayor/Governor 
positions.61 Given the overall support for Moon’s policy towards North Korea, South Korea’s 
conservatives need to “think of a way to reach out to young voters,” which would be much 
more difficult in light of the revelation that “South Korea’s military had drawn up plans for 
martial law during the mostly youth-led anti-Park protests.”62

At the regional level, criticizing the Lee Myung-bak government’s failure to improve 
relations with other countries in the region, President Moon argues for balanced 
diplomacy in which South Korea maintains its alliance relations with Washington, 
while maintaining cooperation with China.63 Moon’s efforts for greater regional linkages 
including the alliance is evidenced in the Panmunjeom Declaration signed at the first 
summit between Moon and Kim. In view of the Trump administration’s focus on 
denuclearization, both sides agreed to work towards “complete denuclearization” of the 
Korean Peninsula.64 But they dedicated most of the document in promoting inter-Korean 
relations. Moon and Kim also “agreed to actively pursue trilateral meetings involving the 
two Koreas and the United States, or quadrilateral meetings involving the two Koreas, 
the United States, and China with a view to declaring an end to the war, turning the 
armistice into a peace treaty, and establishing a permanent and solid peace regime.”65

Overall, the Moon government stresses the importance of South Korea’s leadership 
role and pan-Korean nationalism, even in dealing with the nuclear question. This stands in 
contrast to the conservative governments which prioritized cooperation with the international 
community, especially the United States, over inter-Korean relations. In a nationally-televised 
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speech in August 2018, President Moon thus declared, “we are the protagonists in Korean 
Peninsula-related issues” and “advancement in inter-Korean relations is the driving force 
behind denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula.”66 The following month, in September 
2018, Moon held his third summit with Kim Jong-un. At the conclusion of the summit, 
both sides issued the Pyongyang Delcaration, in which they “reaffirmed the principle of 
independence and self-determination of the Korean nation, and agreed to consistently and 
continuously develop inter-Korean relations,” while pledging their cooperation on “complete 
denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula.”67

Regional Consequences

The Moon government’s North Korea policy has larger implications for the US alliances 
in East Asia and South Korea’s relations with China, Russia, Japan, and Southeast Asians. 
Similar to the Kim and Roh governments, President Moon approaches the North Korean 
question not just as the nuclear challenge but also part of inter-Korean relations and the 
regional security order in East Asia. This viewpoint is premised on the assumption that the 
resolution of the nuclear crisis is inextricably linked to the larger regional order. As such, how 
the North Korean challenge is addressed has the potential to reshape alliance dynamics and 
regionalism in East Asia.68 However, in contrast to the previous progressive governments that 
promoted regional cooperation confined to Northeast Asia, the Moon administration calls 
for much wider regional linkages that include Russia and Southeast Asian nations, while at 
the same time reaffirming the alliance ties with the United States. 

As for the alliance, Moon’s North Korea policy is aimed at enhancing South Korea’s 
autonomy by taking the lead in peninsula matters, but with the understanding that this 
should not come at the expense of alliance relations. During the Roh presidency, the proposed 
balancer role was widely criticized by South Korean conservatives who viewed such a role 
as “impractical” and blamed Roh for “weakening the country’s traditional alliance with the 
United States and Japan in favor of a neutral position among regional powers.”69 Unlike 
Roh, President Moon has ensured that his foreign policy team coordinated closely with the 
Trump administration over the North Korean question, even as his government reached out 
to Pyongyang for dialogue. His dual strategy of pressure and dialogue towards North Korea 
itself is a reflection of his efforts to coordinate with the US on the nuclear front, while charting 
South Korea’s own path to North Korea. 

His strategy was tested early on in 2017 as the tension intensified between North Korea 
and the United States. Despite Moon’s emphasis on the alliance relations with Washington, 
President Trump’s message of “fire and fury” on North Korea and the Trump administration’s 
consideration of limited strikes on North Korea worried the Moon government. In fact, a 
Pentagon official warned that the bloody nose strike could lead to “an unacceptably high 
number of casualties.”70 Therefore, according to an American analyst, a key task for the 
Trump administration was “to up the ‘maximum pressure’ campaign and keep South Korea 
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on board.”71 However, during his meeting with US Vice President Mike Pence, Moon still 
expressed his desire to seek dialogue with North Korea, although Pence reiterated CVID as 
the most important priority.72

After the inter-Korean summit in April 2018, South Korea’s efforts to promote dialogue 
between the US and North Korea facilitated the first-ever summit between a sitting US 
president and a North Korean leader. Ironically, despite Moon’s efforts to ensure the alliance 
ties, during the news conference after his summit with Kim, Trump called US-South Korean 
military drills “provocative” and expressed his willingness to withdraw US forces from South 
Korea.73 In response, a Defense Ministry spokesperson in South Korea said, “there is a need 
to discern the exact meaning and intent of President Trump’s comments,” mentioning that 
“there have been no discussions yet with Washington on modifying drills set for August.”74 
This confusing alliance dynamic is problematic as Moon has consistently sought to coordinate 
with Washington and the South Korean public still remains supportive of the alliance with 
the United States.75

As for China, which has been alarmed by North Korea’s provocations and the mounting 
tension between Pyongyang and Washington, the Moon government’s policy of engagement 
came as a welcome development on the peninsula. While China remains the only military 
alliance partner for North Korea and provides most of the latter’s oil and other necessary 
supplies, China has recently joined the other members of the UN Security Council to place a 
series of sanctions against North Korea on minerals, jet fuels, and even a complete ban on its 
coal and iron exports.76

Beijing’s hardline approach to Pyongyang stems from its increasing concerns about 
the negative regional repercussions of North Korea’s WMD provocations. Coupled with its 
potential to spark a nuclear arms race in an already volatile region filled with political tensions 
and territorial disputes, Pyongyang’s nuclear brinkmanship has served to bolster America’s 
military presence in East Asia. As a result, the Chinese government pushed for a “dual-track 
approach” aimed at seeking the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula and establishing a 
permanent peace system in the region.77

In this regard, President Moon’s engagement policy towards Pyongyang and the 
Panmunjeom Declaration calling for a permanent peace treaty were particularly beneficial 
for China. As a participant in the Korean War, officially ending the Korean War has been 
a key priority for Beijing. In fact, South Korean progressives, such as former Unification 
Minister Lee Jongsuk, call for speedy declaration of the end of the Korean War and the start 
of the permanent peace process.78 However, the conservatives oppose such a declaration 
without North Korea’s complete denuclearization, sticking to the US position.79 Interestingly, 
it was reported in the South Korean media that Yang Jiechi, Director of the Central Foreign 
Affairs Commission and former Chinese Foreign Minister, had made a secret visit to South 
Korea around mid-July of 2018 to discuss the ending of the Korean War with South Korean 
officials.80 In a sign of growing cooperation between South Korea and China, the South 
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Korean ambassador to Beijing also stated that South Korea and China would continue their 
strategic communication for Beijing’s constructive role in the Korean Peninsula.81

China-North Korea bilateral relations improved significantly after the three summits 
between Chinese President Xi Jinping and Kim Jong-un. The third meeting came one 
week after the Kim-Trump summit in Singapore. In a sign of growing ties between the 
two communist nations, the Chinese government “broke with precedent and announced 
Kim’s two-day visit.”82 As the positive momentum continued over the summer of 2018, the 
Chinese government appeared to have relaxed its sanctions against Pyongyang, as North 
Korean workers were reportedly “returning to jobs inside China, some under the guise of 
educational exchanges.”83 President Xi also sent Li Zhanshu, the Chairman of the National 
People’s Congress and the third highest member of the Chinese Communist Party, as his 
special envoy to Pyongyang as the Kim regime commemorated the 70th anniversary of the 
founding of the DPRK.84 In his letter delivered to Kim, President Xi declared that the two 
communist nations “through the three past summits with Kim, opened a new chapter in 
the development of bilateral relations,” expressing his hope to “develop North Korea-China 
relations more quickly.”85 The Chinese government also urged the UN Security Council to 
consider immediate sanction relief on North Korea “in accordance with the compliance of 
[North Korea] and the development of the situation.”86

However, the Moon government’s push for dialogue was not well received in Tokyo. After 
numerous North Korean missile launches, some of them flying directly over Japan, Prime 
Minister Abe Shinzo at the UN General Assembly declared that Japan “will face up to North 
Korea’s nuclear and missile threat through the Japan-US Alliance and through Japan, the US 
and the Republic of Korea (ROK) acting in unity,” while supporting the US position that “all 
options are on the table” and UN Security Council Resolutions against North Korea.87 As long 
as the Abe government maintains its hardline position on North Korea, Moon’s engagement 
policy towards North Korea may raise questions over effective coordination between South 
Korea and Japan.

Going beyond President Roh’s regional strategy centered on Northeast Asia, President 
Moon has expanded South Korea’s regional role to include Russia and Southeast Asia. The 
new strategic shift is evidenced in South Korea’s Northern and Southern strategies. As for 
Russia, Moon’s speech at the 2017 Eastern Economic Forum in Vladivostok shows that 
South Korea’s new northern policy is aimed at linking East Asia via economic and energy 
cooperation.88 In this broader regional vision, enhanced inter-Korean relations are crucial as 
one of the key linkages in the plan is gas pipelines through North Korea. To this end, the Moon 
administration established the Presidential Committee on Northern Economic Cooperation. 
President Moon also suggested a Northeast Asian supergrid that would connect Russia, 
Mongolia, and the two Koreas as part of a larger regional vision for economic community 
and multilateral security regime in East Asia.89 During his state visit to Russia in June 2018, 
Moon reiterated the importance of South Korean-Russian economic cooperation and 
trilateral cooperation among North and South Korea and Russia.90 As a specific mechanism 
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for regional cooperation, President Moon also proposed an East Asian Railway Community 
linking six Northeast Asian nations and the United States as a stepping stone for regional 
energy and economic communities such as the European Union.91

South Korea’s latest efforts to expand its regional autonomy is its “Southern Policy” 
that “seeks to diversify and enhance Seoul’s political and economic relations with ASEAN’s 
10-member states, as well as India.”92 During his July 2018 meetings with leaders of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), Moon depicted “a peaceful Korean 
Peninsula as a ‘new economic growth engine’ for ASEAN countries.”93 North Korea’s 
participation in the 2018 ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) further promoted Moon’s expanded 
regional vision linked to North Korea.94

Conclusion

The Moon Jae-in government’s policy towards North Korea is driven by its efforts 
to reshape the nature of inter-Korean relations and expand South Korea’s regional 
autonomy. Unlike the previous progressive governments’ approaches, Moon’s policy has 
expanded the scope of regional strategy from Northeast Asia to greater Asia, including 
Russia and Southeast Asia. By comparing the Moon administration’s policy with those 
of previous South Korean governments, this article has argued that President Moon’s 
North Korea policy has thus far aligned South Korea’s engagement of Pyongyang with 
its alliance relationship with Washington in an effective manner. 

As the Moon government seeks to promote regional cooperation and denuclearization 
on the basis of stable inter-Korean relations, the Trump administration should approach 
the North Korean challenge not merely as a proliferation challenge but also as a novel 
way to establish a new regional order. In this regard, Mike Mullen and Sam Nunn’s 
proposal of “a comprehensive deal” involving the US, the two Koreas, and China is a 
viable option. In the proposal, the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 
former senator recommend that all sides work to replace the armistice on the peninsula 
with “a peace agreement” in return for North Korea’s pledge of nuclear disarmament and 
progress on other issues.95

However, the issues of sequencing and verification will remain major hurdles, but a 
larger implication of the proposal is that resolution of the nuclear crisis has the potential 
to influence other salient regional issues, ranging from the role of US troops in South 
Korea to the signing of a permanent peace treaty, and eventually to the unification of 
the two Koreas. It is not far from what the Moon government has called for. However, 
South Korea’s engagement policy and broader regional strategy need to proceed in 
close partnership with the United States. In this vein, at the G-20 summit in November 
2018, President Moon agreed with President Trump “on the importance of maintaining 
vigorous enforcement of existing sanctions to ensure the DPRK understands that 
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denuclearization is the only path to economic prosperity and lasting peace on the Korean 
Peninsula.”96

Moreover, overall regional dynamics surrounding North Korea are often far beyond the 
control of South Korea. In early November 2018, for instance, North Korea’s foreign ministry 
threatened to “return to a policy of strengthening its nuclear force if the Trump administration 
did not lift economic sanctions,” and a scheduled meeting between US Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo and his North Korean negotiating partner Kim Young-chol was cancelled at 
the last minute.97 Nevertheless, the Moon government has been relentless in its engagement 
of North Korea in large part to catalyze the denuclearization of North Korea, which would 
then allow sanction relief and resumption of inter-Korean economic projects.98 Although the 
end game on the peninsula is far from clear at this writing, the Moon administration will 
continue to promote both inter-Korean relations and US-North Korean talks as part of its 
broader foreign policy vision of seeking greater regional autonomy while sustaining Seoul’s 
alliance ties with Washington.
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